The voltage transfer function is a rapid and visually effective method to determine the electrical response of liquid crystal (LC) systems using optical measurements. This method relies on crosspolarized intensity measurements as a function of the frequency and amplitude of the voltage applied to the device. Coupled with a mathematical model of the device it can be used to determine the device time constants and electrical properties. We validate the method using photorefractive LC cells and determine the main time constants and the voltage dropped across the layers using a simple nonlinear filter model. Typically, such devices rely on having a LC layer aligned between two substrates that can be reoriented with an applied electric field. The alignment is usually controlled through thin layers of polymers or surfactants on the substrates that, in most cases, play a passive role when considering the optical or electrical response of LC devices. However, this assumption is not always valid as even nominally passive polymers, and their interface with LCs, can influence the electric field profile extending into the LC bulk and can introduce ionic effects [2] . Therefore, one of the most important parameters that has to be established in systems with LCs integrated with other layers is the actual value of the voltage dropped across the LC bulk. This question is particularly relevant if the alignment layers themselves respond to an electrical or optical field. Such "active" layers can be used to enhance the functionality of LC devices. Suitable examples include the use of electrically commanded surfaces of ferroelectric LC polymer combined with nematic LCs [3] and those that include photoconducting polymers such as polyvinyl carbazole (PVK) [4, 5] .
Liquid crystals (LCs) have found widespread applications in displays as well as in photonic devices such as light modulators, variable waveplates, and laser systems [1] . Typically, such devices rely on having a LC layer aligned between two substrates that can be reoriented with an applied electric field. The alignment is usually controlled through thin layers of polymers or surfactants on the substrates that, in most cases, play a passive role when considering the optical or electrical response of LC devices. However, this assumption is not always valid as even nominally passive polymers, and their interface with LCs, can influence the electric field profile extending into the LC bulk and can introduce ionic effects [2] . Therefore, one of the most important parameters that has to be established in systems with LCs integrated with other layers is the actual value of the voltage dropped across the LC bulk.
This question is particularly relevant if the alignment layers themselves respond to an electrical or optical field. Such "active" layers can be used to enhance the functionality of LC devices. Suitable examples include the use of electrically commanded surfaces of ferroelectric LC polymer combined with nematic LCs [3] and those that include photoconducting polymers such as polyvinyl carbazole (PVK) [4, 5] .
To optimize the performance of different polymer-LC systems, a reliable and universal technique is needed to determine a cross-section of the voltage profile across each of the layers and visualize their frequency response. Such a technique can provide an informative snapshot of the suitability of the aligning layer and LC materials for effective and stable light modulation [6] .
We have developed an optical technique that we have termed the voltage transfer function (VTF) to visualize the electrical response of an LC device and, in particular, to measure the ratio of the voltage dropped across the LC layer and the voltage applied to the whole device. This method is based on crosspolarized intensity measurements at different frequencies and amplitudes of the voltage applied to the device. As the electro-optic response of the LC is independent from the other layers, the VTF method can be applied to a wide variety of LC cells and can be used to calculate important parameters, such as birefringence and elastic constants. The VTF function can be shown in a visually instructive way and data can be extracted from the cells by comparison with suitable LC models that may include ion motion [7] and the effect of Debye layers [8] . Here we use, for illustration purposes, a simple, but intuitive, nonlinear filter model, parametrized by only two time constants related to the electrical properties of the whole device and the mechanical dynamical behavior of the LC, respectively.
VTF measurements complement other techniques that are used to characterize the electrical response of LC systems. For example, impedance and dielectric measurements [9, 10] can provide more detailed electrical properties but require dedicated equipment and cannot currently be used to extract any additional optical or elastic LC properties.
In this Letter we illustrate the VTF capability using hybrid-photorefractive cells consisting of a nematic LC layer sandwiched between two substrates: polyimide (PI) and a photoconducting polymer PVK, doped with C 60 (PVK:C 60 ). We have chosen these cells for their potential in applications in light modulators, but they can also be regarded as representative of nonactive LC cells when the measurements are taken in low light. Indeed, independent impedance measurements showed that PVK behaves then as an inert polymer [11, Chap. 4] . Furthermore, we have also verified the VTF technique with PI alignment layers, for which we obtain similar fits.
The effect of light on the VTF will be discussed elsewhere. Here we show how the time constants can be extracted from the measurements and, as an example, we present results from two LCs, E7 and TL205, which exhibit similar mechanical dynamic properties and yet quite different electrical properties. The values we report compare favorably with those in the literature.
LC cells had ITO-coated glass substrates, one covered with PI and the other with either PI or PVK:C 60 . The substrates were rubbed, and then assembled with 12 μm layer of nematic LC E7 or TL205 (Merck). The cells were placed between two polarizers with orthogonal transmission axes that made an angle of 45°with respect to the LC alignment direction. A 532 nm laser beam (10 μW in 2 mm waist) passed through the cell at normal incidence, and the transmitted intensity was measured by a photodiode (Fig. 1) . A sinusoidal AC voltage, with controllable frequency and amplitude, was applied across the cell and the output of the photodiodes, along with the applied voltage signal, was sampled using an analog to digital converter. The applied voltage amplitude was varied linearly from 0 to 3.5 V (E7) or 3.0 V (TL205), and the frequency was varied logarithmically from 10 kHz to 10 mHz; for each point, the photodiode signal was recorded for a minimum of ten periods.
Experimental plots of the mean and range of the intensity signal (including the results of the nonlinear filter model described below) are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3 for E7 and TL205, respectively. Voltages significantly below threshold, and low frequencies that elicit no LC response, are excluded from these plots. From these plots it is immediately possible to understand some of the mechanical and optical properties of the cell. For example, both LCs are unable to follow the oscillation of the driving field above approximately 10 Hz. Furthermore, the Freedericksz threshold can be traced for different frequencies, as indicated by the green line in Figs. 2 and 3. As the Freedericksz threshold is constant for a given LC, the relative voltage dropped across the LC layer can be read directly from this line. In the case of E7 most of the voltage is dropped across other layers for frequencies below 1 Hz. This is not the case for TL205, a more resistive LC. In fact, the effective threshold decreases because at low frequency the LC responds to the amplitude rather than the rms value of the voltage.
It is possible to interpret the VTF data in terms of sophisticated models of the electrical [8] and nematic [12] properties of the LC cell. For example, we are currently investigating how to use the low-frequency part of the VTF to measure the rotational viscosity of the LC.
However, these operations are computationally expensive. Here we fit the data with a nonlinear filter that is based on an intuitive physical model of the LC cell. This model, while not comprehensive, is sufficient to extract quickly two main time constants of the device.
To first approximation, we can model the cell as an electrical circuit [5] consisting of a series of impedances each representing an individual layer. This circuit can be reduced to a two-impedance ladder: the first impedance is a parallel resistance and capacitance and represents the LC layer. The other is a capacitance in parallel with a very large resistance that represents the other layers, including Debye layers [8] at the interfaces. As these are much thinner than the LC layer, the second impedance becomes comparable to that of the LC only at low frequency. We can therefore approximate the voltage drop across the LC as a high pass filter parametrized by the frequency ω VTF 1∕C K R L at which the impedance of the other layers, characterized by a capacitance C K , is equal to the resistance R L of the LC layer. A more detailed electrical model, for example the one used in [8] , may be substituted if required.
An applied voltage of amplitude V 0 at frequency ω results in a voltage drop across the LC layer of amplitude
The LC response depends on the square of the electric field [13] . Therefore, a voltage modulation at frequency ω, gives rise to two forcing terms, one at frequency 2ω and one constant in time. However, the LC has a nonzero response time, τ LC , determined by a balance between its rotational viscosity and its elastic constant, and is able to track the 2ω forcing term only for sufficiently low frequency. We model the frequency-dependent amplitude of the 2ω response via a low-pass filter applied to V 2 L ω so as to obtain an effective forcing term, proportional to the square of the voltage,
where t is time, and ω LC 2πτ −1 LC . The fitting procedure is as follows: a cross-section at constant frequency near 1 kHz reproduces the wellknown crosspolarized intensity plot as a function of voltage. We use the high-frequency part of the VTF, where U eff V 2 0 ∕2, to find a relation I ⊥ U eff between the crosspolarized intensity and the forcing term. The average and range shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are, respectively, the mean and the difference between the extremes of I ⊥ U eff over one cycle. We use a least-square algorithm to fit ω VTF and ω LC . Error bars are obtained using a Fisher information matrix and by undersampling the data to minimize correlations between fitted points [14] .
The two cells depart from the limiting high-frequency behavior in quite different ways. The presence of an optical response can be attributed to high-pass filtering of the voltage across the LC layer while changes in the range of the intensities can be attributed to the dynamics of the LC. In the E7 cell at 1 Hz we observe that a larger voltage is required to elicit any response, while in TL205 a significant response is observed up to the limit of our range at 10 mHz; we find the high-pass time constant, τ VTF ≡ 2π∕ω VTF , is τ VTF 1.24 0.05 s for E7. The fit produces ω VTF 0 for TL205, which suggest that τ VTF > 100 s, the longest period we have measured.
While the high-pass filter time-constants are clearly quite different for the two cells, the time-constants describing the LC dynamics are quite similar: τ LC 0.7 0.1 s for both.
The fitted time constants are in good agreement with predictions based on the known electrical and mechanical properties of the LCs. The Erickson-Leslie LC time constant is τ γ d 2 γ∕K 1 , where d is the cell thickness, γ the rotational viscosity, and K 1 the elastic constant. The E7 and TL205 cells each have a thickness d 12 μm and the LC properties [15, 16] are, respectively, γ 225; 367 mPa s and K 1 11.2; 17.3 pN, which gives τ γ 2.9; 3.1 s. These are larger than the τ LC , a property that we have verified also by fitting simulated data. However, τ LC remains a good indicator of the relative values of τ γ .
An independent quantitative estimate of τ VTF is difficult to obtain because of the great uncertainty of the values of the LC conductance available in the literature and of the thickness of the polymer layers. If we assume that the conductance of E7 is 10 −8 Sm −1 [17] , that the thickness of the PVK layer is 50 nm, that its relative dielectric permittivity is approximately 3 [18] and neglecting all other layers, we obtain τ VTF ∼ 4 s, a value compatible, in view of the large uncertainty on the data, with that obtained using our model. We have not found precise values of the conductance of TL205 in the literature, but other groups have reported that the conductivity of TL205 is much lower [19] than for E7; this is consistent with the higher value of τ VTF for TL205 measured here, which suggests that it is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than that of E7.
We can also use the nonlinear filter model for more indepth analysis of the Freedericksz threshold. The green lines shown in Figs. 2 and 3 track the Freedericksz voltage threshold. They are obtained by solving for V 0 the equation U 0 ω U 2 ω U th , where U th is the value of U eff for which the Freedericksz threshold is observed at high frequency. The shape depends on both of the filters; as frequency decreases, the line drops due to the low-pass filter and rises due to the high-pass filter.
For the E7 cell, shown in Fig. 2 , the high-pass filter dominates and a considerable voltage has to be applied to the cell at low frequency for reorientation to occur. For TL205, on the other hand, the threshold curve in Fig. 3 dips below 10 Hz. This is expected as τ VTF is much larger than for E7: for TL205 ω VTF ≪ ω LC and the additional forcing allowed by the low-pass filter causes the dip in the threshold curve.
The experimental evidence indicates that there is some deviation from the simple electrical response on which the model is based. The most significant departure is the apparent voltage-dependent dynamical response, seen most clearly in the TL205 data; the first minimum of the average crosspolarized intensity fades below 1 Hz, while the third minimum fades at the higher frequency of 10 Hz; this behavior is also present in E7. We explain this observation as a consequence of the Freedericksz threshold in planar cells; as the voltage amplitude is increased, the portion of the duty cycle where the LC is above threshold and can re-orient increases. The model presented here could be extended to include this threshold behavior.
As mentioned earlier, one of the main advantages of the VTF is that it can be applied to various LC systems. For example, in cells with electrically commanded aligning layers [3] , the easy axis rotates in the polymer layer plane depending on the electric field dropped across the polymer layer. For this cell the electrical properties of the LC material have a significant effect on the functionality of the system, so the LC must be chosen very carefully. The VTF measurements performed for such cells would quickly and easily identify the resistivity and time response, while concurrently measuring the birefringence and elastic constants of the LC material.
Another system, described by Pagliusi and Cipparrone [20] , consists of nematic LCs sandwiched between optically passive polymer layers, where an applied DC field causes charges to build up at the interface between the polymer and the LC layers in the cell. Photorefractivelike behavior is induced due to photoelectric injection of charge across this interface. A subsequent study [7] models the ion drift and uses the maximum voltage dropped across the alignment layer and the charge mobility as fitting parameters to describe the optical response of a cell to a stepwise voltage function, and hence obtain the concentration of these charges. In principle, it is possible to interpret VTF data using this model to obtain information about the charge dynamics, while also allowing a direct reading of the voltage drop across the LC layer.
In conclusion, the VTF is a simple to implement, versatile method to characterize the electrical and optical properties of LCs integrated with different alignment layers. It offers an effective way for gaining insight into the cell material parameters, while at the same time allowing monitoring of how these parameters change with time and under exposure to external fields. Its results can be presented as easy to follow color maps, and the main time constants and electrical properties of the device can be fitted using a simple nonlinear filter model. We have applied it to the complex photorefractive LC system hybridized with the photoconducting polymer PVK:C 60 . However, this method can also be applied to a variety of LC systems ranging from simple cells with 5CB LC and polyvinyl alcohol alignment layers to more sophisticated structures that incorporate conductive polymers, active alignment layers, or doped LCs. Moreover, we expect that VTF measurements can be coupled to more comprehensive and detailed models of both the electrical and nematic properties of an LC device to obtain more precise information on the role of ion transport and charged layers.
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